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Deep Learning / Fall 2021/sm9510/Sai Vikas Mandadapu
Homework 2
1. Designing convolution filters by hand
Given an input 2D image and a 3 &times; 3 filter (say w ) applied to this image.
a. Weights of w which acts as a blurring filter are
⎡1/9
BoxBlur = 1/9
⎣1/9


1/9
1/9
1/9
⎡1/16
GaussianBlur = 1/8
⎣1/16

1/9⎤
1/9
1/9⎦


1/8
1/4
1/8



1/16⎤
1/8
1/16⎦


b. Sharpening a image is very similar to finding edges, add the original image, and the image after the edge
detection to each other then the result will be a new image where the edges are enhanced, making it look
sharper.
Edge detection in horizontal direction can be done using horizontal mask of sobel operator. Adding those two
images is done by taking the edge detection filter and, incrementing the center value of it with 1.
⇒ Weights of w which acts as a sharpening filter in the horizontal direction are
⎡−1
0
⎣1

−2
1
2


−1⎤
0
1⎦


The sum of the filter elements is 1 and the result will be an image with the same brightness as the original, but
sharper in horizontal dierction.
c. Edge detection in vertical direction can be done using vertical mask of sobel operator. Adding this to orginal
image is done by taking the edge detection filter and, incrementing the center value of it with 1.
⇒ Weights of w which acts as a sharpening filter in the vertical direction are
⎡−1
−2
⎣−1


0
1
0

1⎤
2
1⎦


The sum of the filter elements is 1 and the result will be an image with the same brightness as the original, but
sharper in vertical dierction.
d. Edge detection in diagonal (bottom-left to top-right) direction can be done using south-west direction mask
of sobel operator. Adding this to orginal image is done by taking the edge detection filter and, incrementing the
center value of it with 1.
⇒ Weights of w which acts as a sharpening filter in the diagonal (bottom-left to top-right) direction are
⎡2
1
⎣0


1
1
−1
0⎤
−1
−2⎦


The sum of the filter elements is 1 and the result will be an image with the same brightness as the original, but
sharper in diagonal (bottom-left to top-right) direction.
References:
[1]https://lodev.org/cgtutor/filtering.html
[2]https://www.tutorialspoint.com/dip/sobel_operator.htm
2. Weight decay
a. Given a loss function L(w) where w is a vector that represents all the trainable weights (and biases).
let loss function L(w)
2
= ∑ni=1 (yi − ∑m
j=0 wj .xij )





Where n is the total number of data points available and m is the total number of features.
ℓ2 regularized loss can be written as L2 (w) = L(w) + λ∗(sum of squares of weights)


n
m
m
L2 (w) = ∑(yi − ∑ wj .xij )2 + λ ∑ wj2




i=1



j=0

j=0
λ is the weighting parameter for the regularizer
b. Gradient descent
wjt+1 = wjt − η∇L(wj )



In this case, the gradient would be:
n
m
∂L2 (w)
= −2 ∑ xij (yi − ∑ wk xik ) + 2λwj
∂wj
i=1










k=0
In the regularization part of gradient, only wj remains and all other would become zero.

n
⇒
wjt+1

=
wjt

m
− η(−2 ∑ xij (yi − ∑ wk xik ) + 2λwj )




i=1



k=0
n
m
wjt+1 = (1 − 2λη)wjt + 2η ∑ xij (yi − ∑ wk xik )



i=1




k=0
c. The expression we got in above sub question shows that the weights are shrunk by a factor of
(1 − 2λη)
first before applying the descent update. So we can conclude that weights are shrunk by a multiplicative factor
before applying the descent update.
d. (1) λ is the tuning parameter that decides how much we want to penalize the flexibility of our model. When
λ = 0, the penalty term has no eﬀect, and the estimates produced by ridge regression will be equal to least
squares. However, as λ tends to infinity, the impact of the shrinkage penalty grows, and the ridge regression
coeﬃcient estimates will approach zero. Increasing the value of λ reduces the complecity of the model.
Although higher values of λ reduce overfitting, significantly high values can cause underfitting as well.
(2) Unfortunately, we cannot analytically calculate the optimal learning rate for a given model on a given
dataset. Instead, a good enough learning rate can be discovered via trial and error. Generally, a large learning
rate allows the model to learn faster, at the cost of arriving on a sub-optimal final set of weights. A smaller
learning rate may allow the model to learn a more optimal or even globally optimal set of weights but may take
significantly longer to train. At extremes, a learning rate that is too large will result in weight updates that will
be too large and the performance of the model will oscillate over training epochs. Oscillating performance is
said to be caused by weights that diverge. A learning rate that is too small may never converge or may get
stuck on a suboptimal solution.
References:
[1]https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/01/ridge-lasso-regression-python-complete-tutorial/.
[2]https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/29130/difference-between-neural-net-weight-decay-andlearning-rate
[3]https://machinelearningmastery.com/learning-rate-for-deep-learning-neural-networks/
3. The IoU metric
a. The definition of IoU for any two bounding boxes
A and B is given by:
IoU (A, B) =
∣A ∩ B∣
∣A ∪ B∣

We know both ∣A ∩ B∣and ∣A ∪ B∣ are non-negative because intersection and union between two boxes
cannot be negative. So the number has to be greater than or equal to 0.
⇒ IoU ≥ 0 ⟶ (a)
From set theory we can say that when two sets are completely overlappling,
∣A ∩ B∣ = ∣A ∪ B∣ ⇒ IoU = 1
∣A ∩ B∣ contains elements common to both A and B and ∣A ∪ B∣ contains all the elements from A and B .
So, ∣A ∩ B∣ is subset of ∣A ∪ B∣. Therefore, the denominator is greater than or equal to numerator. So the
IoU metric is always less than or equal to 1.
⇒ IoU ≤ 1 ⟶ (b)
⇒ From (a) and (b) IoU metric between any two pair of bounding boxes is always a non-negative real number
in [0, 1].
b. Lets us consider two boxes of same size which are aligned at the same horizontal level. When the first box
starts sliding over the fixed second box, the IoU metric value which starts at zero because of no match starts
increasing until there is a full match and then starts decreasing until there is no overlap again. So we can see
the the plot of the displacement vs IoU metric is not smooth. So IoU metric is non-differentiable and hence
cannot be directly optimized by gradient descent.
References:
[1]https://www.pyimagesearch.com/2016/11/07/intersection-over-union-iou-for-object-detection/
[2]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaccard_index
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4.TrainingAlexNet
AlexNet
In this problem, you are asked to train a deep convolutional neural network to perform image classification. In fact, this is a slight variation of a
network called AlexNet. This is a landmark model in deep learning, and arguably kickstarted the current (and ongoing, and massive) wave of
innovation in modern AI when its results were first presented in 2012. AlexNet was the first real-world demonstration of a deep classifier that
was trained end-to-end on data and that outperformed all other ML models thus far.
We will train AlexNet using the CIFAR10 dataset, which consists of 60000 32x32 colour images in 10 classes, with 6000 images per class. The
classes are: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck.
A lot of the code you will need is already provided in this notebook; all you need to do is to fill in the missing pieces, and interpret your results.
Warning : AlexNet takes a good amount of time to train (~1 minute per epoch on Google Colab). So please budget enough time to do this
homework.
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.nn.functional as F
import torch.optim as optim
from torch.optim.lr_scheduler import _LRScheduler
import torch.utils.data as data
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torchvision.datasets as datasets
from sklearn import decomposition
from sklearn import manifold
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.metrics import ConfusionMatrixDisplay
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import copy
import random
import time
SEED = 1234
random.seed(SEED)
np.random.seed(SEED)
torch.manual_seed(SEED)
torch.cuda.manual_seed(SEED)
torch.backends.cudnn.deterministic = True
Loading and Preparing the Data
Our dataset is made up of color images but three color channels (red, green and blue), compared to MNIST's black and white images with a
single color channel. To normalize our data we need to calculate the means and standard deviations for each of the color channels
independently, and normalize them.
ROOT = '.data'
train_data = datasets.CIFAR10(root = ROOT,
train = True,
download = True)
Files already downloaded and verified
# Compute means and standard deviations along the R,G,B channel
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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means = train_data.data.mean(axis = (0,1,2)) / 255
stds = train_data.data.std(axis = (0,1,2)) / 255
Next, we will do data augmentation. For each training image we will randomly rotate it (by up to 5 degrees), flip/mirror with probability 0.5, shift
by +/-1 pixel. Finally we will normalize each color channel using the means/stds we calculated above.
train_transforms = transforms.Compose([
transforms.RandomRotation(5),
transforms.RandomHorizontalFlip(0.5),
transforms.RandomCrop(32, padding = 2),
transforms.ToTensor(),
transforms.Normalize(mean = means,
std = stds)
])
test_transforms = transforms.Compose([
transforms.ToTensor(),
transforms.Normalize(mean = means,
std = stds)
])
Next, we'll load the dataset along with the transforms defined above.
We will also create a validation set with 10% of the training samples. The validation set will be used to monitor loss along different epochs, and
we will pick the model along the optimization path that performed the best, and report final test accuracy numbers using this model.
train_data = datasets.CIFAR10(ROOT,
train = True,
download = True,
transform = train_transforms)
test_data = datasets.CIFAR10(ROOT,
train = False,
download = True,
transform = test_transforms)
Files already downloaded and verified
Files already downloaded and verified
VALID_RATIO = 0.9
n_train_examples = int(len(train_data) * VALID_RATIO)
n_valid_examples = len(train_data) - n_train_examples
train_data, valid_data = data.random_split(train_data,
[n_train_examples, n_valid_examples])
valid_data = copy.deepcopy(valid_data)
valid_data.dataset.transform = test_transforms
Now, we'll create a function to plot some of the images in our dataset to see what they actually look like.
Note that by default PyTorch handles images that are arranged [channel, height, width] , but matplotlib expects images to be
[height, width, channel] , hence we need to permute the dimensions of our images before plotting them.
def plot_images(images, labels, classes, normalize = False):
n_images = len(images)
rows = int(np.sqrt(n_images))
cols = int(np.sqrt(n_images))
fig = plt.figure(figsize = (10, 10))
for i in range(rows*cols):
ax = fig.add_subplot(rows, cols, i+1)
image = images[i]
if normalize:
image_min = image.min()
image_max = image.max()
image.clamp_(min = image_min, max = image_max)
image.add_(-image_min).div_(image_max - image_min + 1e-5)
ax.imshow(image.permute(1, 2, 0).cpu().numpy())
ax.set_title(classes[labels[i]])
ax.axis('off')
One point here: matplotlib is expecting the values of every pixel to be between [0, 1], however our normalization will cause them to be
outside this range. By default matplotlib will then clip these values into the [0, 1] range. This clipping causes all of the images to look a bit
weird - all of the colors are oversaturated. The solution is to normalize each image between [0,1].
N_IMAGES = 25
images, labels = zip(*[(image, label) for image, label in
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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[train_data[i] for i in range(N_IMAGES)]])
classes = test_data.classes
plot_images(images, labels, classes, normalize = True)
We'll be normalizing our images by default from now on, so we'll write a function that does it for us which we can use whenever we need to
renormalize an image.
def normalize_image(image):
image_min = image.min()
image_max = image.max()
image.clamp_(min = image_min, max = image_max)
image.add_(-image_min).div_(image_max - image_min + 1e-5)
return image
The final bit of the data processing is creating the iterators. We will use a large. Generally, a larger batch size means that our model trains faster
but is a bit more susceptible to overfitting.
# Q1: Create data loaders for train_data, valid_data, test_data
# Use batch size 256
BATCH_SIZE = 256
train_iterator = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(
train_data, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE, shuffle=True, num_workers=2)
valid_iterator = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(
valid_data, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE, num_workers=2)
test_iterator = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(
test_data, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE, shuffle=False, num_workers=2)
Defining the Model
Next up is defining the model.
AlexNet will have the following architecture:
There are 5 2D convolutional layers (which serve as feature extractors), followed by 3 linear layers (which serve as the classifier).
All layers (except the last one) have ReLU activations. (Use inplace=True while defining your ReLUs.)
All convolutional filter sizes have kernel size 3 x 3 and padding 1.
Convolutional layer 1 has stride 2. All others have the default stride (1).
Convolutional layers 1,2, and 5 are followed by a 2D maxpool of size 2.
Linear layers 1 and 2 are preceded by Dropouts with Bernoulli parameter 0.5.
For the convolutional layers, the number of channels is set as follows. We start with 3 channels and then proceed like this:
3 → 64 → 192 → 384 → 256 → 256
In the end, if everything is correct you should get a feature map of size 2
&times; 2 &times; 256 = 1024
.
For the linear layers, the feature sizes are as follows:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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1024 → 4096 → 4096 → 10
.
(The 10, of course, is because 10 is the number of classes in CIFAR-10).
class AlexNet(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, output_dim):
super().__init__()
self.features = nn.Sequential(
# Define according to the steps described above
nn.Conv2d(3, 64, kernel_size=3, stride=2, padding=1),
nn.MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Conv2d(64, 192, kernel_size=3, padding=1),
nn.MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Conv2d(192, 384, kernel_size=3, padding=1),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Conv2d(384, 256, kernel_size=3, padding=1),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=3, padding=1),
nn.MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True)
)
self.classifier = nn.Sequential(
# define according to the steps described above
nn.Dropout(p=0.5),
nn.Linear(256 * 2 * 2, 4096),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Dropout(p=0.5),
nn.Linear(4096, 4096),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Linear(4096, 10)
)
def forward(self, x):
x = self.features(x)
h = x.view(x.shape[0], -1)
x = self.classifier(h)
return x, h
We'll create an instance of our model with the desired amount of classes.
OUTPUT_DIM = 10
model = AlexNet(OUTPUT_DIM)
Training the Model
We first initialize parameters in PyTorch by creating a function that takes in a PyTorch module, checking what type of module it is, and then
using the nn.init methods to actually initialize the parameters.
For convolutional layers we will initialize using the Kaiming Normal scheme, also known as He Normal. For the linear layers we initialize using
the Xavier Normal scheme, also known as Glorot Normal. For both types of layer we initialize the bias terms to zeros.
def initialize_parameters(m):
if isinstance(m, nn.Conv2d):
nn.init.kaiming_normal_(m.weight.data, nonlinearity = 'relu')
nn.init.constant_(m.bias.data, 0)
elif isinstance(m, nn.Linear):
nn.init.xavier_normal_(m.weight.data, gain = nn.init.calculate_gain('relu'))
nn.init.constant_(m.bias.data, 0)
We apply the initialization by using the model's apply method. If your definitions above are correct you should get the printed output as below.
model.apply(initialize_parameters)
AlexNet(
(features): Sequential(
(0): Conv2d(3, 64, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(2, 2), padding=(1, 1))
(1): MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2, stride=2, padding=0, dilation=1, ceil_mode=False)
(2): ReLU(inplace=True)
(3): Conv2d(64, 192, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1))
(4): MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2, stride=2, padding=0, dilation=1, ceil_mode=False)
(5): ReLU(inplace=True)
(6): Conv2d(192, 384, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1))
(7): ReLU(inplace=True)
(8): Conv2d(384, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1))
(9): ReLU(inplace=True)
(10): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1))
(11): MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2, stride=2, padding=0, dilation=1, ceil_mode=False)
(12): ReLU(inplace=True)
)
(classifier): Sequential(
(0): Dropout(p=0.5, inplace=False)
(1): Linear(in_features=1024, out_features=4096, bias=True)
(2): ReLU(inplace=True)
(3): Dropout(p=0.5, inplace=False)
(4): Linear(in_features=4096, out_features=4096, bias=True)
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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(5): ReLU(inplace=True)
(6): Linear(in_features=4096, out_features=10, bias=True)
)
)
We then define the loss function we want to use, the device we'll use and place our model and criterion on to our device.
optimizer = optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr = 1e-3)
device = torch.device('cuda' if torch.cuda.is_available() else 'cpu')
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()
model = model.to(device)
criterion = criterion.to(device)
# This is formatted as code
We define a function to calculate accuracy...
def calculate_accuracy(y_pred, y):
top_pred = y_pred.argmax(1, keepdim = True)
correct = top_pred.eq(y.view_as(top_pred)).sum()
acc = correct.float() / y.shape[0]
return acc
As we are using dropout we need to make sure to &quot;turn it on&quot; when training by using model.train() .
def train(model, iterator, optimizer, criterion, device):
epoch_loss = 0
epoch_acc = 0
model.train()
for (x, y) in iterator:
x = x.to(device)
y = y.to(device)
optimizer.zero_grad()
y_pred, _ = model(x)
loss = criterion(y_pred, y)
acc = calculate_accuracy(y_pred, y)
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
epoch_loss += loss.item()
epoch_acc += acc.item()
return epoch_loss / len(iterator), epoch_acc / len(iterator)
We also define an evaluation loop, making sure to &quot;turn off&quot; dropout with model.eval() .
def evaluate(model, iterator, criterion, device):
epoch_loss = 0
epoch_acc = 0
model.eval()
with torch.no_grad():
for (x, y) in iterator:
x = x.to(device)
y = y.to(device)
y_pred, _ = model(x)
loss = criterion(y_pred, y)
acc = calculate_accuracy(y_pred, y)
epoch_loss += loss.item()
epoch_acc += acc.item()
return epoch_loss / len(iterator), epoch_acc / len(iterator)
Next, we define a function to tell us how long an epoch takes.
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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def epoch_time(start_time, end_time):
elapsed_time = end_time - start_time
elapsed_mins = int(elapsed_time / 60)
elapsed_secs = int(elapsed_time - (elapsed_mins * 60))
return elapsed_mins, elapsed_secs
Then, finally, we train our model.
Train it for 25 epochs (using the train dataset). At the end of each epoch, compute the validation loss and keep track of the best model. You
might find the command torch.save helpful.
At the end you should expect to see validation losses of ~76% accuracy.
# Q3: train your model here for 25 epochs.
# Print out training and validation loss/accuracy of the model after each epoch
# Keep track of the model that achieved best validation loss thus far.
EPOCHS = 25
valid_loss_min = np.Inf
# Fill training code here
for i in range(EPOCHS):
train_loss, train_acc = train(model, train_iterator, optimizer, criterion, device)
valid_loss, valid_acc = evaluate(model, valid_iterator, criterion, device)
print('Epoch: %d | Train Loss: %.3f | Train Accuracy: %.3f | Valid Loss: %.3f | Valid Accuracy: %.3f'%(
i,train_loss,train_acc,valid_loss,valid_acc))
# Save the best model
if valid_loss &lt;= valid_loss_min:
print('Validation loss decreased ({:.3f} --&gt; {:.3f}). Saving model ...'.format(valid_loss_min,valid_loss))
torch.save(model.state_dict(), 'best_model')
valid_loss_min = valid_loss
Epoch: 0 | Train Loss: 2.325 | Train Accuracy: 0.223 | Valid Loss: 1.698 | Valid Accuracy: 0.352
Validation loss decreased (inf --&gt; 1.698). Saving model ...
Epoch: 1 | Train Loss: 1.546 | Train Accuracy: 0.426 | Valid Loss: 1.339 | Valid Accuracy: 0.514
Validation loss decreased (1.698 --&gt; 1.339). Saving model ...
Epoch: 2 | Train Loss: 1.367 | Train Accuracy: 0.504 | Valid Loss: 1.251 | Valid Accuracy: 0.544
Validation loss decreased (1.339 --&gt; 1.251). Saving model ...
Epoch: 3 | Train Loss: 1.262 | Train Accuracy: 0.547 | Valid Loss: 1.154 | Valid Accuracy: 0.596
Validation loss decreased (1.251 --&gt; 1.154). Saving model ...
Epoch: 4 | Train Loss: 1.187 | Train Accuracy: 0.577 | Valid Loss: 1.144 | Valid Accuracy: 0.595
Validation loss decreased (1.154 --&gt; 1.144). Saving model ...
Epoch: 5 | Train Loss: 1.129 | Train Accuracy: 0.599 | Valid Loss: 1.047 | Valid Accuracy: 0.640
Validation loss decreased (1.144 --&gt; 1.047). Saving model ...
Epoch: 6 | Train Loss: 1.067 | Train Accuracy: 0.622 | Valid Loss: 1.026 | Valid Accuracy: 0.640
Validation loss decreased (1.047 --&gt; 1.026). Saving model ...
Epoch: 7 | Train Loss: 1.024 | Train Accuracy: 0.641 | Valid Loss: 0.965 | Valid Accuracy: 0.666
Validation loss decreased (1.026 --&gt; 0.965). Saving model ...
Epoch: 8 | Train Loss: 0.967 | Train Accuracy: 0.663 | Valid Loss: 0.915 | Valid Accuracy: 0.688
Validation loss decreased (0.965 --&gt; 0.915). Saving model ...
Epoch: 9 | Train Loss: 0.950 | Train Accuracy: 0.668 | Valid Loss: 0.873 | Valid Accuracy: 0.697
Validation loss decreased (0.915 --&gt; 0.873). Saving model ...
Epoch: 10 | Train Loss: 0.910 | Train Accuracy: 0.682 | Valid Loss: 0.885 | Valid Accuracy: 0.700
Epoch: 11 | Train Loss: 0.879 | Train Accuracy: 0.694 | Valid Loss: 0.855 | Valid Accuracy: 0.713
Validation loss decreased (0.873 --&gt; 0.855). Saving model ...
Epoch: 12 | Train Loss: 0.850 | Train Accuracy: 0.705 | Valid Loss: 0.856 | Valid Accuracy: 0.708
Epoch: 13 | Train Loss: 0.832 | Train Accuracy: 0.713 | Valid Loss: 0.818 | Valid Accuracy: 0.726
Validation loss decreased (0.855 --&gt; 0.818). Saving model ...
Epoch: 14 | Train Loss: 0.810 | Train Accuracy: 0.718 | Valid Loss: 0.817 | Valid Accuracy: 0.721
Validation loss decreased (0.818 --&gt; 0.817). Saving model ...
Epoch: 15 | Train Loss: 0.788 | Train Accuracy: 0.726 | Valid Loss: 0.795 | Valid Accuracy: 0.726
Validation loss decreased (0.817 --&gt; 0.795). Saving model ...
Epoch: 16 | Train Loss: 0.763 | Train Accuracy: 0.738 | Valid Loss: 0.775 | Valid Accuracy: 0.739
Validation loss decreased (0.795 --&gt; 0.775). Saving model ...
Epoch: 17 | Train Loss: 0.740 | Train Accuracy: 0.743 | Valid Loss: 0.782 | Valid Accuracy: 0.738
Epoch: 18 | Train Loss: 0.731 | Train Accuracy: 0.749 | Valid Loss: 0.755 | Valid Accuracy: 0.745
Validation loss decreased (0.775 --&gt; 0.755). Saving model ...
Epoch: 19 | Train Loss: 0.724 | Train Accuracy: 0.749 | Valid Loss: 0.756 | Valid Accuracy: 0.745
Epoch: 20 | Train Loss: 0.704 | Train Accuracy: 0.758 | Valid Loss: 0.740 | Valid Accuracy: 0.749
Validation loss decreased (0.755 --&gt; 0.740). Saving model ...
Epoch: 21 | Train Loss: 0.685 | Train Accuracy: 0.765 | Valid Loss: 0.743 | Valid Accuracy: 0.750
Epoch: 22 | Train Loss: 0.669 | Train Accuracy: 0.768 | Valid Loss: 0.752 | Valid Accuracy: 0.749
Epoch: 23 | Train Loss: 0.659 | Train Accuracy: 0.772 | Valid Loss: 0.726 | Valid Accuracy: 0.760
Validation loss decreased (0.740 --&gt; 0.726). Saving model ...
Epoch: 24 | Train Loss: 0.655 | Train Accuracy: 0.776 | Valid Loss: 0.721 | Valid Accuracy: 0.760
Validation loss decreased (0.726 --&gt; 0.721). Saving model ...
The final validation accuracy after 25 epochs is 76%
# Q4:Load the best performing model
model.load_state_dict(torch.load('best_model'))
&lt;All keys matched successfully&gt;
Evaluating the model
We then load the parameters of our model that achieved the best validation loss. You should expect to see ~75% accuracy of this model on the
test dataset.
Finally, plot the confusion matrix of this model and comment on any interesting patterns you can observe there. For example, which two classes
are confused the most?
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/18EPznaDlg-Vg_dwAR7wU7BfcuBKJ2ZYn#scrollTo=mN02GOocIagR&amp;printMode=true
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# Q4: evaluate it on the test dataset, and print test accuracy.
test_loss, test_acc = evaluate(model, test_iterator, criterion, device)
print('Test Loss: %.3f | Test Accuracy: %.3f'%(test_loss,test_acc))
Test Loss: 0.714 | Test Accuracy: 0.754
Test accuracy using the best model is 75.4%
def get_predictions(model, iterator, device):
model.eval()
labels = []
probs = []
# Q4: Fill code here.
with torch.no_grad():
for (x, y) in iterator:
x = x.to(device)
y_pred, _ = model(x)
y_prob = F.softmax(y_pred, dim = -1)
top_pred = y_prob.argmax(1, keepdim = True)
labels.append(y.cpu())
probs.append(y_prob.cpu())
labels = torch.cat(labels, dim = 0)
probs = torch.cat(probs, dim = 0)
return labels, probs
labels, probs = get_predictions(model, test_iterator, device)
pred_labels = torch.argmax(probs, 1)
def plot_confusion_matrix(labels, pred_labels, classes):
fig = plt.figure(figsize = (10, 10));
ax = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1);
cm = confusion_matrix(labels, pred_labels);
cm = ConfusionMatrixDisplay(cm, display_labels = classes);
cm.plot(values_format = 'd', cmap = 'Blues', ax = ax)
plt.xticks(rotation = 20)
# Also, print out the confusion matrix.
plot_confusion_matrix(labels, pred_labels, classes)
From the confusion matrix we can see the dog and cat classes are confused the most.
Some other confused classes are (deer, bird) and (cat, frog).
References:
1. https://www.stefanfiott.com/machine-learning/cifar-10-classifier-using-cnn-in-pytorch/
2. https://shonit2096.medium.com/cnn-on-cifar10-data-set-using-pytorch-34be87e09844
3. https://github.com/icpm/pytorch-cifar10
4. https://colab.research.google.com/github/bentrevett/pytorch-image-classification/blob/master/2_lenet.ipynb
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Conclusion
That's it! As a side project (this is not for credit and won't be graded), feel free to play around with different design choices that you made while
building this network.
Whether or not to normalize the color channels in the input.
The learning rate parameter in Adam.
The batch size.
The number of training epochs.
(and if you are feeling brave -- the AlexNet architecture itself.)
check 0s
completed at 4:42 PM
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5. Object detection
Import required libraries and install detectron
# install dependencies:
!pip install pyyaml==5.1
import numpy as np
import torch, torchvision
# install detectron2:
assert torch.__version__.startswith(&quot;1.9&quot;)
!pip install detectron2 -f https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/detectron2/wheels/cu111/torch1.9/index.html
Requirement already satisfied: pyyaml==5.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (5.1)
Looking in links: https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/detectron2/wheels/cu111/torch1.9/index.html
Requirement already satisfied: detectron2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (0.5+cu111)
Requirement already satisfied: Pillow&gt;=7.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (7.1.2)
Requirement already satisfied: termcolor&gt;=1.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (1.1.0)
Requirement already satisfied: tensorboard in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (2.6.0)
Requirement already satisfied: pycocotools&gt;=2.0.2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (2.0.2)
Requirement already satisfied: future in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (0.16.0)
Requirement already satisfied: tabulate in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (0.8.9)
Requirement already satisfied: hydra-core&gt;=1.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (1.1.1)
Requirement already satisfied: matplotlib in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (3.2.2)
Requirement already satisfied: fvcore&lt;0.1.6,&gt;=0.1.5 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (0.1.5.post20211019)
Requirement already satisfied: iopath&lt;0.1.9,&gt;=0.1.7 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (0.1.8)
Requirement already satisfied: cloudpickle in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (1.3.0)
Requirement already satisfied: pydot in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (1.3.0)
Requirement already satisfied: omegaconf&gt;=2.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (2.1.1)
Requirement already satisfied: tqdm&gt;4.29.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (4.62.3)
Requirement already satisfied: black==21.4b2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (21.4b2)
Requirement already satisfied: yacs&gt;=0.1.6 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from detectron2) (0.1.8)
Requirement already satisfied: appdirs in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (1.4.4)
Requirement already satisfied: typing-extensions&gt;=3.7.4 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (3.7.4.3
Requirement already satisfied: click&gt;=7.1.2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (7.1.2)
Requirement already satisfied: mypy-extensions&gt;=0.4.3 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (0.4.3)
Requirement already satisfied: toml&gt;=0.10.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (0.10.2)
Requirement already satisfied: pathspec&lt;1,&gt;=0.8.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (0.9.0)
Requirement already satisfied: regex&gt;=2020.1.8 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (2021.10.21)
Requirement already satisfied: typed-ast&gt;=1.4.2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from black==21.4b2-&gt;detectron2) (1.4.3)
Requirement already satisfied: numpy in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from fvcore&lt;0.1.6,&gt;=0.1.5-&gt;detectron2) (1.19.5)
Requirement already satisfied: pyyaml&gt;=5.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from fvcore&lt;0.1.6,&gt;=0.1.5-&gt;detectron2) (5.1)
Requirement already satisfied: antlr4-python3-runtime==4.8 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from hydra-core&gt;=1.1-&gt;detectron2) (4.
Requirement already satisfied: importlib-resources in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from hydra-core&gt;=1.1-&gt;detectron2) (5.2.2)
Requirement already satisfied: portalocker in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from iopath&lt;0.1.9,&gt;=0.1.7-&gt;detectron2) (2.3.2)
Requirement already satisfied: setuptools&gt;=18.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from pycocotools&gt;=2.0.2-&gt;detectron2) (57.4.0)
Requirement already satisfied: cython&gt;=0.27.3 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from pycocotools&gt;=2.0.2-&gt;detectron2) (0.29.24)
Requirement already satisfied: cycler&gt;=0.10 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from matplotlib-&gt;detectron2) (0.10.0)
Requirement already satisfied: pyparsing!=2.0.4,!=2.1.2,!=2.1.6,&gt;=2.0.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from matplotlib-&gt;detectr
Requirement already satisfied: kiwisolver&gt;=1.0.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from matplotlib-&gt;detectron2) (1.3.2)
Requirement already satisfied: python-dateutil&gt;=2.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from matplotlib-&gt;detectron2) (2.8.2)
Requirement already satisfied: six in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from cycler&gt;=0.10-&gt;matplotlib-&gt;detectron2) (1.15.0)
Requirement already satisfied: zipp&gt;=3.1.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from importlib-resources-&gt;hydra-core&gt;=1.1-&gt;detectron2
Requirement already satisfied: requests&lt;3,&gt;=2.21.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (2.23.0)
Requirement already satisfied: werkzeug&gt;=0.11.15 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (1.0.1)
Requirement already satisfied: protobuf&gt;=3.6.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (3.17.3)
Requirement already satisfied: tensorboard-data-server&lt;0.7.0,&gt;=0.6.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron
Requirement already satisfied: absl-py&gt;=0.4 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (0.12.0)
Requirement already satisfied: wheel&gt;=0.26 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (0.37.0)
Requirement already satisfied: markdown&gt;=2.6.8 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (3.3.4)
Requirement already satisfied: grpcio&gt;=1.24.3 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (1.41.0)
Requirement already satisfied: tensorboard-plugin-wit&gt;=1.6.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (1.8.
Requirement already satisfied: google-auth-oauthlib&lt;0.5,&gt;=0.4.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (0
Requirement already satisfied: google-auth&lt;2,&gt;=1.6.3 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (1.35.0)
Requirement already satisfied: pyasn1-modules&gt;=0.2.1 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from google-auth&lt;2,&gt;=1.6.3-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;de
Requirement already satisfied: cachetools&lt;5.0,&gt;=2.0.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from google-auth&lt;2,&gt;=1.6.3-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;d
Requirement already satisfied: rsa&lt;5,&gt;=3.1.4 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from google-auth&lt;2,&gt;=1.6.3-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;detectron2
Requirement already satisfied: requests-oauthlib&gt;=0.7.0 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from google-auth-oauthlib&lt;0.5,&gt;=0.4.1-&gt;t
Requirement already satisfied: importlib-metadata in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from markdown&gt;=2.6.8-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;detectron2)
Requirement already satisfied: pyasn1&lt;0.5.0,&gt;=0.4.6 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from pyasn1-modules&gt;=0.2.1-&gt;google-auth&lt;2,&gt;=
Requirement already satisfied: chardet&lt;4,&gt;=3.0.2 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from requests&lt;3,&gt;=2.21.0-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;detectro
Requirement already satisfied: idna&lt;3,&gt;=2.5 in /usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages (from requests&lt;3,&gt;=2.21.0-&gt;tensorboard-&gt;detectron2) (
Requirement already satisfied: urllib3! 1 25 0 ! 1 25 1 &lt;1 26 &gt; 1 21 1 in /usr/local/lib/python3 7/dist packages (from requests&lt;3 &gt; 2 21 0
# import some common detectron2 utilities
from detectron2 import model_zoo
from detectron2.engine import DefaultPredictor
from detectron2.config import get_cfg
from detectron2.utils.visualizer import Visualizer
from detectron2.data import MetadataCatalog, DatasetCatalog
a) Downloading and viewing the test image
# get image
import cv2
from google.colab.patches import cv2_imshow
!wget https://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large-5/central-park-balloon-man-madeline-ellis.jpg -q -O input.jpg
# Adjusting size of image
img = cv2.imread(&quot;./input.jpg&quot;)
scale_percent = 60
width = int(img.shape[1] * scale_percent / 100)
height = int(img.shape[0] * scale_percent / 100)
dim = (width, height)
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im = cv2.resize(img, dim, interpolation = cv2.INTER_AREA)
# Show image
cv2_imshow(im)
b) COCO Keypoint Person Detector model with a ResNet50-FPN back- bone
# Create config
cfg = get_cfg()
cfg.merge_from_file(model_zoo.get_config_file(&quot;COCO-Keypoints/keypoint_rcnn_R_50_FPN_3x.yaml&quot;))
cfg.MODEL.ROI_HEADS.SCORE_THRESH_TEST = 0.95 # set threshold for this model
cfg.MODEL.WEIGHTS = model_zoo.get_checkpoint_url(&quot;COCO-Keypoints/keypoint_rcnn_R_50_FPN_3x.yaml&quot;)
# Create predictor
predictor = DefaultPredictor(cfg)
# Make prediction
outputs = predictor(im)
# Displaying the prediction
v = Visualizer(im[:, :, ::-1], MetadataCatalog.get(cfg.DATASETS.TRAIN[0]), scale=1.2)
out = v.draw_instance_predictions(outputs[&quot;instances&quot;].to(&quot;cpu&quot;))
cv2_imshow(out.get_image()[:, :, ::-1])
The checkpoint state_dict contains keys that are not used by the model:
proposal_generator.anchor_generator.cell_anchors.{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
/usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages/torch/_tensor.py:575: UserWarning: floor_divide is deprecated, and will be removed in a future versi
To keep the current behavior, use torch.div(a, b, rounding_mode='trunc'), or for actual floor division, use torch.div(a, b, rounding_mode='
return torch.floor_divide(self, other)
/usr/local/lib/python3.7/dist-packages/torch/nn/functional.py:718: UserWarning: Named tensors and all their associated APIs are an experime
return torch.max_pool2d(input, kernel_size, stride, padding, dilation, ceil_mode)
Using COCO Keypoint Person Detector model with a ResNet50-FPN back- bone available in “COCO Keypoint” table, which is trained to detect
human silhouettes I am able to detect few pedestrians walking in the central park.
c) Mask R-CNN model with ResNet50- FPN backbone
# Create config
cfg = get_cfg()
cfg.merge_from_file(model_zoo.get_config_file(&quot;COCO-InstanceSegmentation/mask_rcnn_R_50_FPN_3x.yaml&quot;))
cfg.MODEL.ROI_HEADS.SCORE_THRESH_TEST = 0.95
cfg.MODEL.WEIGHTS = model_zoo.get_checkpoint_url(&quot;COCO-InstanceSegmentation/mask_rcnn_R_50_FPN_3x.yaml&quot;)
# Create predictor
predictor = DefaultPredictor(cfg)
# Make prediction
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1Ex66yJ4VMd0PNKg6YP_efLE4z3NzL_zH#scrollTo=hV5XSn73DjXJ&amp;printMode=true
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outputs = predictor(im)
# Displaying the prediction
v = Visualizer(im[:, :, ::-1], MetadataCatalog.get(cfg.DATASETS.TRAIN[0]), scale=1.2)
out = v.draw_instance_predictions(outputs[&quot;instances&quot;].to(&quot;cpu&quot;))
cv2_imshow(out.get_image()[:, :, ::-1])
The checkpoint state_dict contains keys that are not used by the model:
proposal_generator.anchor_generator.cell_anchors.{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
Using Mask R-CNN model with ResNet50- FPN backbone, available in the Model Zoo in the “COCO Instance Segmentation” table I am able to
detect few objects in the test image like sports ball along with pedestrians.
Compared to the model in (b) which can only detect persons, we are able to detect objects along with persons using model in (c).
References:
1. https://gilberttanner.com/blog/detectron-2-object-detection-with-pytorch
2. https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/blob/main/MODEL_ZOO.md
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